
Introduction
I started researching the history of British town mapping in
1991 with the results of that research being published
regularly, covering various aspects of the subject.1 By
about 1998, I had started to work on the portrayal of
British towns on military maps under the optimistic
illusion that this would be speedily covered as it is a
relatively narrow topic. How wrong I was! Some 12 years
later, the study is at last finished, or, at least, it has been
taken as far as is practically possible. Further research will
not alter the conclusions that have been reached.

The history of town portrayal on military maps of
Britain has proved enormous and the research has been
unexpectedly long, complex and onerous. The written-up
research is much too long for even a series of articles,
despite dividing it up into nine sections, with the largest
section, in turn, divided into two parts.2 Unfortunately, the
portrayal of British towns on military maps is such a
specialized topic within cartographic history that it seems
pointless to try to publish it as a complete work since the
potential market is so small – and yet it will be invaluable
to urban historians seeking to trace the development and
growth of settlements. Consequently, the full research has
been placed on deposit in the Map Library of the British
Library3 and only a summary of the conclusions is being
published here. 

As a first step in this study, a number of questions of
definition had to be decided. The first problem was to
determine what constituted a town. It was early decided
that to be confined by a strict definition of ‘town’ would be
too restrictive. Recent definitions limit the term ‘town’ in

early modern England and Wales to settlements with
populations of 5,000 or more.4 However, the decision was
made to include coverage of any settlement that is now
considered urban despite small size at the time of mapping
in order to include all settlements of modern importance.
Additionally, the opportunity has been taken to comment
on the portrayal of much less significant settlements in
these military maps.

A second problem of definition concerned what
constitutes a military map. Again, a narrow definition,
limited by scale, source or content, was considered
inappropriate in the telling of the story. Generally, all
topographical maps and plans relating to: defence;
fortification; military policy, strategy and action; and the
threat and reality of invasion, war and rebellion, were
judged worthy of consideration.

Hydrographic surveys, particularly those made by,
for, or on behalf of the Admiralty, were generally excluded
since they represent a separate specialized genre. However,
it must be recognized that hydrographic surveys frequently
contain urban information not available elsewhere and as
such should not be ignored by the urban historian. It
should also be recognized that the conclusions reached by
the study apply equally to hydrographic surveys revealing
urban information produced for military purposes.

The prime motivation for the production of all of
these types of maps and plans was military. There is no
claim that coverage is in any way comprehensive. Indeed,
it is clear that there are many more military maps than
those discussed in the study that are waiting to be
discovered and recorded. This is particularly true of the
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records of the state and the War Office. Urban historians
must be energetic and resourceful in searching out these
hidden maps and plans of towns being studied.

By their very nature, most military maps were
produced in very small numbers for limited circulation,
usually in manuscript. Many were secret, at least to some
extent. Consequently, they are often difficult to identify
and trace in archives and private collections since they are
frequently invisible among other related records which
must be studied in conjunction in order to fully understand
the maps.

Many military maps have, obviously, been lost or
destroyed since they were often practical working
documents for use in the office or in the field in the most
difficult of circumstances. In some cases, there is no trace
of maps known to have been prepared. The maps and plans
discussed in the study are essentially just examples, but the
significant number researched has produced broad
conclusions which would be reinforced by new
discoveries.

Military Maps and Urban Portrayal
Military maps are maps and plans produced for the
purposes of defence; fortification; military policy, strategy
and action; and to deal with the threat and reality of war
and rebellion. They cover a wide range of types of maps
which can yield a surprising amount of information about
non-military features, particularly towns. Maps of
fortifications and plans for their improvement, for
example, can place them within a very detailed
surrounding townscape or landscape. Similarly, plans of
military installations frequently also cover adjacent areas
in detail. By the end of the 18th and the beginning of the
19th centuries urban development had extended beyond
fortifications, particularly of coastal towns, and military
mapping is often the best record of this expansion. Plans of
battles, sieges and campaigns can portray towns and
villages affected in great detail. Maps prepared to analyse
the threat of invasion and preparations to meet it, may
delineate the urban development of stretches of coast.
Perhaps most surprisingly, plans of manoeuvres and
encampments, produced particularly in the mid to late 18th
century, contain an absolute wealth of town and village
portrayal of a very high standard.

The Production of Military Maps
The reasons for military mapping are different for the
various regions of the British Isles. For England, with the
exception of the Civil Wars, military mapping was
primarily concerned with defence against invasion and, in
early days, the fortification of the northern border against
the Scots. Much mapping was connected with the
establishment and maintenance of naval supremacy.
Hence, the mapping of strategic ports, such as Dover, and
the naval dockyards and ordnance depots, notably
Chatham, Plymouth and Portsmouth, was particularly
prominent. In the Civil Wars of 1642–8, military mapping

concerned the fortification of inland towns and the
recording of battles and sieges, with those areas most
fought over, being, obviously, the most mapped. The Civil
Wars represent the greatest transformation of urban layout
in England in any equivalent period due to the extensive
damage to and destruction of medieval building. In
Scotland, military mapping focused on rebellion and its
subjugation, followed by control and pacification through
fortification for the security of the occupying English
forces. In Wales, it seems to be non-existent. And in
Ireland it again concerns defence against invasion plus
Protestant colonization (which largely determined Irish
urban development), subjugation, pacification, and the
defence of the settlers and occupying Protestant troops. In
all cases the volume of military mapping at any time was
determined by the dangers and relationships of the age,
with the volume of mapping directly related to the chances
of military action. Urban development, in turn, was related
to political and military events. The volume of military
mapping was also related to the extent and efficiency of
mechanisms to produce maps for the military, state and
Crown. Thus, the import of Italian, and later other
European, engineers; the creation of the Corps of
Engineers; the appointment of Bernard de Gomme as
Chief Engineer; and the increasing importance of the
Drawing Room at the Tower of London, amongst other
developments, were all instrumental in increasing the
production of official military maps. At the same time,
they contributed to the increasing standardization of
portrayal and content which is so characteristic and
recognizable as exemplified by the works of Lemprière
and Phillips. Eventually, this piecemeal military mapping
was subsumed in the production of national topographical
maps for military purposes, although the military
continued, of course, to produce large-scale plans of its
buildings and land, but generally without coverage of
surrounding areas.

The demands of strategic and defensive planning
required a knowledge of the area surrounding the
fortifications because the advantages and disadvantages of
proposals could only be fully appreciated in the wider
context. Hence, in mapping fortifications, military
engineers often incidentally portrayed the environs of the
defences, including the towns close by. In so doing, more
often than not, these engineers produced by far the best
maps of neighbouring areas constructed during the period.

Topographical maps were officially commissioned to
delineate in detail the coastal havens, fortifications and
towns of military and defensive interest to the Crown and
government (as shown in Figure 1). Obviously, interest
waxed and waned according to the degree of concern over
defences. This was, naturally, greatest during war and
rebellion or when invasion threatened, and least during the
short-lived periods of peace. The focus of defence
concerns was dictated by the origin of the threat, so that
different parts of the British Isles were considered as
priorities at different times as enemies and action changed
and vulnerability shifted. Another potent factor
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determining the level and extent of defensive work, and,
therefore, military mapping was the state of royal and/or
government finances whose fluctuations frequently
demanded cutbacks in spending, although this was more
significant in times of peace than in war.

Fortification Mapping and Urban Portrayal
Prior to the mapping of defences, there were few important
towns in England at least that did not have some kind of
walled fortifications, particularly along the coasts, at the
mouths of the main navigable rivers, and along the borders
of Scotland and Wales. However, these defences dated
from the middle ages and earlier. By the time they began to
be mapped, they were mainly antiquated and in need of
repair, improvement and replacement. Military and
strategic requirements from the Tudors onwards demanded
that defences were improved, with emphasis shifting to the
coast as fear of invasion became the predominant military
catalyst. Hence, defence construction generated the
mapping of fortifications, whether planned, in progress or
completed. Unfortunately, the majority of these military
maps portrayed fortifications alone, without any coverage
of adjacent urban areas. Thus, it is only the minority of
fortification maps that provide any coverage of towns
during a period when they were mapped infrequently, and

this is only incidental to their main purpose of depicting
military information for strategic and defensive use,
particularly for engineering and ordnance. Hence, military
map-makers had limited terms of reference and were often
selective in the information depicted. Features not
specifically required by the terms were frequently omitted,
being left blank, or portrayed simply in a representative
way that merely suggested settlement beyond the
fortifications rather than portraying it accurately. While
military establishments and fortifications were delineated
in accurate detail, there is no guarantee that other features
were recorded with the same care. The primary concern of
the military map-maker was the accurate depiction of
walls, gates, fortifications, harbours, landing places and so
on. Military maps were not designed or intended to portray
the streets and buildings of the town in accurate detail.
That many do is a bonus for the urban historian.

Where the aim of the military map was to provide a
wider territorial setting for plans of works and
fortifications (as shown in Figure 2), then there can be
greater confidence in the non-military information
portrayed but the question still remains in the evaluation of
the urban information shown as to what has been omitted,
whether deliberately or unintentionally due to lack of
concern. The disappearance of features from the
townscape presents frequent problems in the interpretation
of military maps. However, military maps must not be
discounted as evidence because of their omissions, or for
that matter their errors and inconsistencies.

The Portrayal of Military and 
Urban Features
The creation and construction of defences often required
the demolition of urban property. Similarly, defences were
dismantled to prevent their occupation by the enemy.
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Figure 1 Detail of an accurate 19th century copy of part of a
coastal defence survey produced for Henry VIII c.1536,
showing defences and settlements along the River Exe
(author’s collection)

Figure 2  Detail of a copy of an Ordnance Survey plan of
‘the Ordnance Ground and parts adjacent at Woolwich
March 1810’ showing a block plan of ‘Woolwich Town’
(courtesy of Yasha Beresiner)



Severe property damage resulting from military action
further transformed the urban landscape, although not
generally recorded on maps of the action. Hence, the
mapping of towns at times of major transformation
resulting from military events can represent a vital record
of rapid change which is not adequately recorded
elsewhere, particularly by non-military maps. The fact that
more often than not urban patterns survived such periods
of transformation due to the tenacity of private property
rights provides vital clues to pre-destruction layout where
no other records exist. At best, some towns are
documented in series of maps which portray changes stage
by stage over time as military events unfolded.

Obviously, military maps record military features in
detail with accuracy, although many are just simple rough
sketches of very limited accuracy and value which have
managed to survive despite being only working
documents. At the larger scales, the interior design of
castles and forts is delineated, with buildings and other
features identified. Bastions and other components of the
walls are not only shown but often named. In military
actions and sieges, the location of units in battle and camps
may be identified, often with commanders named.
Explanations of military action and notes on defences are
often added to the maps. Military maps are particularly
important for delineating the temporary earthwork
defences constructed to defend or besiege towns. These
lines of defence and outlying fortifications, generally of
mud, were often short lived and there is little or no trace of
them today. The delineation of defences reveals the state of
defensive technology and the influence of continental
techniques, even the work of individual engineers. A
particular problem of defence portrayal is that
fortifications proposed or in construction are frequently
portrayed as completed. The use of pecked lines and other
forms of portrayal to show developments not yet executed
was slow to take root. There are many cases where it is
known that, in the event, proposed developments were
never constructed. In other cases, evidence is conflicting
and it is not known whether the defences shown on the
map were actually built or not.

Battle Maps and Urban Portrayal
Even battles were mapped in order to record the events and
assess the lessons to be learned from them. Battle maps
sometimes portray settlement in the area of action (as
shown in Figure 3). However, this urban portrayal should
be treated with suspicion since it was far removed from the
main purpose of the map-maker who, in any case, found
accuracy very difficult to achieve as the maps were drawn
at speed and often on the move. In Ireland, particularly, the
fast moving military campaigns and their resulting
fortifications were rapidly mapped on the move by English
soldiers and engineers. In some cases, it is not clear exactly
when a map was drawn in relation to the event itself, and
many may be subject to inaccuracies resulting from
defective memory. For similar reasons, maps produced by
spies are generally also of doubtful reliability. 

Maps were produced to satisfy the public interest in
military events both at the time and in later histories. Often
the necessity for speed of preparation to be first in the
market meeting popular demand could lead to
questionable accuracy.

Standards of Accuracy and 
Urban Portrayal
The great variety of military maps which have survived in
perhaps surprising number, were produced to mixed
standards varying from the barely accurate to the most
advanced scale maps of their age. However, cartographic
exactness and quality of production do not necessarily
determine the quantity or quality of urban information
portrayed. No matter what the technical accuracy, many
military maps convey at least some impression of the
location, extent, layout, nature, character and fortifications
of early towns and lesser settlements.

Military Map Format and Urban Portrayal
Military maps were produced in a variety of formats
ranging from profile, panorama and bird’s-eye view to
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Figure 3 Detail of the ‘Town of Preston’ shown on a map
depicting the occupation of the town by the Jacobites during
their first uprising in 1716. The map portrays ‘the Batteries
& Barricades of the Rebels and the attacks of the King’s
Forces commanded by General Wills’ (courtesy of Ashley
Baynton-Williams)



scale plan. Given the early adoption of mapping to scale by
the military, it is surprising how long perspective
representation survived in military maps. However, this
archaic form of representation may be of the greatest value
to the urban historian. Although the majority of pictorial
representations were simply standardized, others,
particularly of fortification and the more important public
buildings, were drawn from life, perhaps revealing actual
architectural evidence. Military maps may even reveal
such fine detail as the design of windows, gables and roofs,
and types of roofing and building materials. In Ireland, for
example, it is possible to distinguish traditional Irish
houses from those built for English colonizers. Even where
bird’s-eye representation was standardized it still indicates
the extent of development, except where map-makers drew
both real and imaginary houses in the same style. It
differentiates blocks and terraces from individual
buildings. Bird’s-eye representation can reveal the density
of building and the character of the town and its
architecture. Even occupants of houses can be identified,
as they are less frequently for buildings depicted in plans.
However, sometimes buildings are so crammed together
that it is impossible to learn anything about the layout of a
town. Profile views of towns and their defences are
sometimes combined with the maps to provide additional
information on the nature of the town. Thus, the very fact

that archaic, technically-backward perspective
representation survived in military maps for so long offers
a treasure trove of pictorial evidence for the urban
historian. Perspective representation offers a picturesque
and lively impression of the contemporary town in its
surrounding landscape which not only delights but
informs.

Levels of Urban Detail in Military
Mapping
Whether perspective representation is a technique of map
construction or not, military maps which portray towns can
usually be relied upon to delineate the street layout to a
greater or lesser extent (as shown in Figure 4). At best,
delineation is so detailed and exact that even the shortest
and narrowest of alleys and lanes are shown. Public and
military buildings may have their interiors portrayed in
plan. Labelling and references identify streets, buildings
and locations, often with additional information provided
in the reference key. The extent of the built-up area
emerges, as does the surprising extent of undeveloped
areas within the walls, given over to gardens, orchards,
woodland and open ground, although portrayal is
generally only representational. However, difficulties of
interpretation arise when street patterns suddenly undergo
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Figure 4 Detail of ‘A geometrical plan and north elevation of his Majesty’s Dock-Yard, at Woolwich, with part of the town,
&c’ which was one of a series of maps of the Royal Dockyards and their surrounds produced by Thomas Milton, c.1753
(courtesy of Warwick Leadlay Gallery, Greenwich)



wholesale change indicating perhaps rapid and major
transformation of the townscape, or, alternatively, major
errors in portrayal at some stage.

The Portrayal of Suburbs on Military Maps
Military maps portraying towns are particularly important
for their clear record of the development of suburbs
beyond the defensive walls. The location of suburbs was
dictated by the few gates in the fortified walls which were
deliberately restricted because they represented the
weakest points of the defences. The characteristic form of
the early modern suburb – the elongated ribbon
development extending along the major roads leading out
of the town – is portrayed clearly, indicating its extent,
location, layout, direction, nature and, perhaps character.
This is a most important record since most towns had at
least one such suburb and the larger ones had several
which developed rapidly through this period. Towns
standing at the bridging point of a river commonly had a
suburb on the far side of the bridge. In some cases, town
expansion was promoted by increasingly intolerable living
conditions within existing fortifications as overcrowding
worsened. This, in turn, could lead to the construction of
further encircling defences which are recorded by military
maps.

Problems in the Use and Interpretation of
Military Maps
Unfortunately, there are many problems in the use and
interpretation of military maps for the analysis of urban
history. Sometimes the cartographic record is not matched
by the archaeological evidence. Sometimes the
cartographic record does not accord with written
descriptions. Sometimes, where there are several or many
maps of an event, as in the case of the siege of Kinsale in
1601, it is difficult to reconcile the different images. The
same map-maker could produce maps of varying accuracy
and content. Sometimes there exist, spread through the
archives, several versions of a map which usually show
identical military detail but often exhibit variations in
urban development. These may represent stages in the
creation of the map rather than differences in actual urban
development. Many of these perhaps differing versions
result from the military practice of copying maps for wider
circulation or as training exercises for apprentice military
draughtsmen. Surveys thought to be good by the Drawing
Room or the Ordnance were kept in use for many years,
often decades, being copied regularly and often partially
up-dated. Hence, the same basic map may carry different
signatures and dates which bear little or no relation to its
date of original production or to the townscape portrayed.
Such copies may incorporate additional features from later
dates without acknowledgment. The same base map could
be used over extended periods to update military
information without any change in urban portrayal.
Features also often disappeared in this process without
explanation. Worse still, military maps might be created by
compiling information from a variety of sources, thus

creating a composite document of varying date which is
mainly useless for the analysis of urban history.

Nevertheless, the dangers and difficulties of
interpretation must not deter the use of military maps in
the analysis of urban history. There are many instances
where military maps are the only evidence of the existence
of features and/or their form, and of changes unrecorded
elsewhere. The history of defences is an integral part of the
urban history of any fortified town. Sadly, students of
urban development have, generally, paid only lip-service
to the existence and usefulness of military maps portraying
towns and their defences, rarely treating them as
significant evidence. This diverse family of maps is due for
more rigorous use and study which will contribute to the
understanding of urban development provided the inherent
problems of the genre are appreciated and that the maps
are analysed in conjunction with other types of evidence.
Military maps are frequently the best evidence at least of
the layout and extent of settlements at dates when no other
mapping was taking place.
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